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Seated left to right: ASFPM Director Emeritus Larry Larson;
Board Secretary Leslie Durham (AL); Vice Chair Maria Cox Lamm
(SC); Chair Ceil Strauss (MN); Treasurer Karen McHugh (MO);
and ASFPM Deputy Director Ingrid Danler. Standing left to right:
District 1 Chapter Director Janet Thigpen (NY); District 3 Chapter
Director Shawn Putnam (SC); Region 10 Director Dave Carlton
(WA); Region 8 Director Brian Varrella (CO); District 4 Chapter
Director Kyle Riley (IA); District 2 Chapter Director Mike Cothard
(IL); Region 4 Director Terri Turner (GA); Region 6 Director
Jessica Baker (TX); Region 7 Director Steve Samuelson (KS); and
Region 5 Director Rod Renkenberger (IN). Not pictured: ASFPM
Executive Director Chad Berginnis; Region 1 Director Michelle
Burnett (RI); Region 2 Director Jacob Tysz (NY); Region 3 Director
John Gysling (DE); Region 9 Director Jeanne Ruefer (NV); District
5 Chapter Director Dianna Woods (WA). Photo by: Dan Sherwood.
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Play-by-play of ASFPM’s 39th Annual
National Conference in Atlanta
While ASFPM Executive
Director Chad Berginnis
couldn’t physically make it
to the conference due to
the impending arrival of
Baby Noah, his head did
attend the ASFPM Board of
Directors meeting on
Sunday via Skype. Photo by:
Michele Mihalovich.

Bill Nechamen showed the Board of Directors on
Sunday what he will look like going “incognito” after
retiring as ASFPM chair. Photo by: Michele Mihalovich.
Statute outside of the
Hyatt Regency. Photo
by: Michele Mihalovich.

Garrett Skinner (@AtkinsNA_GS) shared this photo via
Twitter, saying, “Rain won the Duffers Challenge
#ASFPM2015, but we had a great time.”
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Well, it really wouldn’t be an ASFPM
national conference without some type of
natural disaster, would it? Duane R.
Demeritt (@DRDinHiram30141) retweeted
this photo after a deluge resulted in a
stormwater backup and closure of the
Atlanta Downtown Connector.
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ASFPM Deputy Director Ingrid
Danler (@ingriddanler) tweeted, “Bruce
Bender brings levity in explaining flood
insurance changes, rates and
procedures,” using photos of frustrated
women and zombies to make his points.
Photo by: Michele Mihalovich.

Welcome Fest #ASFPM2015, hosted by Georgia Association of
Floodplain Management and their local sponsors, caps off
Sunday evening with desserts, cheese plates and cordials with
old friends and new. Photo by: Michele Mihalovich.

High water mark on Dog
River, seen while on Atlanta
Flood Tour. Posted by Shane
Parson (@shaneparson).

Photo from Shane Parson (@shaneparson) of the June 1 Technical Field Tour called
Monitoring and Mitigation: Atlanta’s Floods of 2009. He tweeted, “Atlanta flood tour.
2009 flood was 11 feet over top of this dam. Wow! #ASFPM2015 @WaterAECOM.”

Flood Mitigation Committee policy
discussions on Monday were highly
collaborative. Photo by: Michele
Mihalovich
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International Policy Committee
meeting has the largest crowd EVER!
Photo by: Michele Mihalovich.

The No Adverse Impact Committee
proudly displays its newest How-to
Guide on Planning. View it here. Photo
by: Michele Mihalovich.
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Checking out ASFPM Foundation’s silent auction
goods. Photo by: Camilla Sjodin.

Snapshot of the Modeling 2D Surface Flow Using a Flexible
Mesh workshop on Monday, taught by Peter Singhofen of
Streamline Technologies and Warren McKinnie of
Dewberry. Photo by: Camilla Sjodin.

Guests enjoy the Monday tour to various Georgia
wineries. This was taken at Habersham Winery by
Donna Louthain.

Flood Control Dog is back, declaring he had
“Mitigation on his Mind (and bacon)!” Thanks
FCA (@FloodControlAm).

The Exhibits Hall Grand Opening
happened Monday night. And it’s not
every day that a CFM (Greg Main)
gets to offer a cookie to Dale
Earnhardt Jr. (Michael Baker
International is a proud partner).
Photo by: Alisa Sauvageot.
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ASFPM Director Emeritus Larry Larson unveiled
the association’s National Flood Programs and
Policies Review (2015) at the Coastal Issues
Committee meeting. The document contains
more than 400 recommendations.
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Tuesday guest tour to Stone Mountain.
Photo by: Kaye Riebau.

Another beautiful Atlanta view. Photo by: Shana Udvardy.

Music legend
Garrison Davis
opened ASFPM’s
first plenary on
Tuesday, singing
“Georgia on my
Mind.” Photo
by: Diane
Brown.

Plenary Session 1
The opening plenary at ASFPM’s 39th national
conference included Leslie Chapman-Henderson,
president and CEO of the Federal Alliance for Safe
Homes, or FLASH, and John Dorman, program director
for the North Carolina Floodplain Mapping Program.

Chapman-Henderson, speaking on “Adapting in the
Face of Change,” had key messages: After you survive a
disaster, you need to come back even better with strong, well-enforced codes and standards. To reinforce her
point, she discussed the video, “A Tale of Two Homes,” which shows how two Florida homes fared during
Hurricane Andrew. One was built in the 1960s, and suffered severe damage. The other home was “strengthened”
to withstand high winds and storm surge, and was barely affected at all. Her last point was that it was time to
reach out to millennials with our message of safe homes, but in forms they enjoy and understand: video games
and phone apps. She discussed StormStruck, an interactive exhibit at Disney presented by FLASH that challenges
users to find solutions for protecting homes during severe conditions. FLASH will also be launching a video game
soon called “Last House Standing.”
Dorman explained North Carolina’s very
impressive Floodplain Mapping Program.,
which includes the Flood Risk Information
System. FRIS contains digitally accessible
flood hazard data, models, maps, risk
assessments and reports that are database
driven. This site also provides geospatial
base map data, imagery, LiDAR data, along
with hydraulic and hydrologic models that is
available for download and use. Necessity is
the mother of invention, Dorman said. Good
decisions cannot be made without accurate,
Photo by: John McShane.
detailed maps. That’s why North Carolina
made those maps a very high priority, and collaboration was key in paying for the millions upon millions of dollars
to complete.
Dorman’s presentation moved Katie Norris (@KatieHNorris) to tweet the following: I know jealousy is a sin, but
@NCEmergency has THE COOLEST flood mapping products I've ever seen #lidar #flood #nofairsies #ASFPM2015.
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Retired Lt. Gen. Russel L. Honoré delivered the Tuesday Keynote Luncheon
address. During lunch, which was sponsored by AECOM, Honoré reflected on
Hurricane Katrina’s 10-year anniversary, and told those in the room that they
need to create a culture of preparedness. “During this post-9/11 and Hurricane
Katrina era, there has been more emphasis placed on government/FEMA
preparedness, but the vast majority of Americans have not grabbed onto the
need to be prepared at home and at work for potential disasters. One of the
harshest lessons learned from recent disasters, especially Katrina, is that you are
your own first responder,” he said.
Honoré also told the crowd that he wanted the “M” in ASFPM and CFM to be
changed to an “L” for Leaders. “We don’t need any more management, we need
leaders and leadership.” Photo by: Alisa Sauvageot.

CASFM @CasfmOrg Jun 2 Atlanta, GA
From @ltgrusselhonore #ASFPM2015; anything built by man can be
destroyed by Mother Nature, so get over it

Kimberley Pirri @COEngrGirl Jun 2
@ltgrusselhonore "Do you believe water is a human right?" YES!!!
#ASFPM2015

Stacy Wright @stafra444 Jun 2
Don't manage it...lead it! Preach it General #ASFPM2015

Brian Caufield, P.E. @CaufieldBA Jun 2
@ltgrusselhonore 'You have to change that M to an L' advocating not
just being Managers but Leaders #ASFPM2015

CASFM @CasfmOrg Jun 2 Atlanta, GA
From @ltgrusselhonore #ASFPM2015; you cannot be in the back of
the room and lead

CASFM @CasfmOrg Jun 2
From @ltgrusselhonore #ASFPM2015; can't be afraid to take on the
impossible - #leadership
News & Views June 2015
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Wednesday was a big nod to all of ASFPM’s hardworking chapters,
and it started off bright and early with a 5K run/walk!

Trophies for the winners. If anyone
wants to see the official 5K chapter
race results from #ASFPM2015,
click here. Photo by: Dan Sherwood.
More than 70 people, and one dog, participated in the 3 rd annual Running
of the Chapters 5K run/walk at Piedmont Park Wednesday.

Plenary Session 2: A Framework for
National Flood Risk Management
This plenary included Eric Letvin, director for hazard mitigation and risk reduction policy with the National
Security Council at the White House; Steve Stockton, director of civil works with the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers; Roy Wright, deputy associate administrator for FEMA’s Federal Insurance and Mitigation
Administration; and Bill Nechamen, past ASFPM chair and with the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation.

Photo by: Jeff Zogg (@JeffZogg).

From left: Tim Trautman moderates panelists Steve Stockton, Eric Letvin, Roy Wright and Bill Nechamen. Photo by:
Dan Sherwood.
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All four focused heavily on EO 13690 (Federal Flood Risk Management Standard), with Wright saying that FFRMS
“is an incredibly strong policy statement by this administration,” and that issues of resilience are “imperative to
national security.”
After Hurricane Sandy, a stronger federal flood risk standard was implemented when providing federal funding to
communities hit by the storm so that they would be more resilient to future storms. Nechamen said New York
has gone even further by developing the NYS 2100 Commission, with a list of recommendations to improve the
strength and resilience of the state’s infrastructure, which also takes into account future sea level rise.
“I’m happy to report that federal and state priorities are aligned,” he said.
Stockton also left us with a list of 12 lessons learned in response to Hurricane Katrina:
1. Employ integrated, comprehensive and systems-based approaches.
2. Employ risk-based concepts in planning, design, construction, operations and major maintenance.
3. Continuously reassess and update policy for program development, planning guidance and design and
construction standards.
4. Employ dynamic independent review.
5. Employ adaptive planning and engineering systems.
6. Focus on sustainability and resilience.
7. Review and inspect completed works.
8. Assess and modify organizational behavior.
9. Effectively communicate risk.
10. Establish public involvement risk reduction strategies.
11. Manage and enhance technical expertise and professionalism.
12. Invest in research.

Plenary Session 3: Resilience and Flood Mitigation. What does it look like?
ASFPM’s third plenary included Samantha A. Medlock, deputy associate director for Climate Preparedness at the
White House; Lynsey R. Johnson with the U.S. Dept. of Housing and Urban Development Office of Economic
Resiliency; Howard Kunreuther, professor and co-director of Wharton Risk Management and Decision Process

From left: Larry Larson serves as moderator for plenary 3 panelists Sam Medlock, Lynsey Johnson, Howard Kunreuther, Sarah
Woodhouse Murdock and Gerry Galloway. Photo by: John McShane.
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Center at the
University of
Pennsylvania;
Sarah Woodhouse
Murdock, director
of U.S. Climate
Change Adaptation
Policy with The
Nature
Conservancy; and
Gerry Galloway,
research professor
with the Dept. of
Civil and Env.
Engineering and
School of Public
Policy at University
of Maryland.

John A. Miller @jamiller45 Sarah Woodhouse Murdock of TNC: land is underpinning to all
services including flood damage protection. Restore natural systems #ASFPM2015

Ingrid Danler @ingriddanler Lynsey Johnson, HUD, discusses NDRC resiliency competition
at http://bit.ly/1K6XHTa #ASFPM2015

John A. Miller @jamiller45 Howard Kunreuther of UPenn Wharton says insurance play a role.
Premiums HAVE to reflect risk to further mitigation. #ASFPM2015

GLCR Planning Guide @GLPlanningGuide Gerry Galloway: "resilience is being able to get
back up after being knocked down...comms need to understand risk to get back up" #ASFPM2015

John A. Miller @jamiller45 Sam Medlock of WH CEQ says that local governments identified
need for more incentives and federal leadership. To lead by example. #ASFPM2015

John A. Miller @jamiller45 Sam Medlock says "floodplain managers at the local level are the
ones that get it done." Not those inside DC Beltway #ASFPM2015

Photo left: Wednesday’s technical field tour included a
behind the scene look at The Weather Channel. Photo by:
Earl Matherne.
Photo bottom left: Wednesday’s FEMA Town Hall. Photo
by: YBar-Av (@alwzpositive).
Photo bottom right: Nice snapshot of a cool Hyatt Regency
architectural feature. Photo by: Dan Sherwood.
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If you attended ASFPM’s
Thursday Awards Luncheon,
then you know what this photo
is about. Whether you attended
or not, we will feature all of our
award winners, including the
three college students who
participated in the
Foundation’s student paper
competition, in our July
“Insider.” We’ll also unveil the
mystery behind photo. How’s
THAT for a teaser?

Plenary Session 4: Local Mitigation on my Mind – What’s Going on
Around the County that You Could Do Too?

From left: Mike Sutfin, Illinois Sen. Sue Rezin, Ron Flanagan and Dr. Gavin Smith. Photo by: Dan Sherwood.

The Plenary Session 4 panel included Mike Sutfin, a building and zoning official with Ottawa, Illinois who spoke
about the Illinois Valley Flood Alliance; Illinois Sen. Sue Rezin, who recently received the “Legislation” award by
the Illinois Association for Floodplain and Stormwater Management for spearheading a coalition to prevent, fight
and mitigate flooding in the state; Ron Flanagan of Flanagan and Associates in Tulsa who highlighted how to get
locals to “go along”; and Dr. Gavin Smith with the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill’s Hazard Research
Center and director of Department of Homeland Security’s Coastal Resiliency Center of Excellence.
Jeff Zogg (@JeffZogg), “Ron Flanagan: apathy—aka flood amnesia—is one of the largest challenges to long-term mitigation
success,” and “Ron Flanagan: successful #flood mitigation requires a local champion & partnerships.”
John A. Miller (@jamiller45), “Smith: Hazard Mitigation Planning lacking integration; calls "planner/emergency manager
divide" planners bring coalition building,” and “Gavin Smith of UNC on best practices in planning for resiliency, challenges and
opportunities. Experts must engage policymakers.”
ASFPM (@FloodsOrg), “Illinois Sen. Sue Rezin understands each community must take charge of its own floodplain
management,” and “Stop restoring the status quo after a disaster said Ron Flanagan from OK. Don't just build back, build
back better.)
Shayla J. Nealy (@shaylanealy), “Sen. Rezin on CRS, higher stndrds & the importance of a comm'ty leader's involvmnt w/
floodplain mgmnt.”
News & Views June 2015
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ASFPM Region 6 Director Jessica Baker said it best regarding the
Thursday evening networking session at Zoo Atlanta:
Jessica Baker @JessicaDBaker Jun 4
#ASFPM2015 is WILD!

The gorillas seemed just as fascinated by us as we were of them. Photo by:
Brian Caufield, P.E. (@CaufieldBA).

Photo by: Jessica Baker.

As it has been for years, Frank Skarvelis and
Aaron Clark offer a big ol’ thank you beverage
to all our local host volunteers…and pretty
much anyone walking by.
News & Views June 2015
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You CFMs were tweeting fools at
#ASFPM2015. Here are our final #s!
1,579 posts—187 users—166,934 reach—1,454,165 impressions.
Wow! And below are some additional stats:

TOP POSTS
@JessicaDBaker: ASFPL? Management=last century word, you need
to be leaders. Leadership creates change. @ltgrusselhonore
#ASFPM2015 http://t.co/kxKcLgbAE8 -- 9 RTs/Likes
@KatieHNorris: I know jealousy is a sin, but @NCEmergency has
THE COOLEST flood mapping products I've ever seen #lidar #flood
#nofairsies #ASFPM2015 -- 9 RTs/Likes
@mmjmglobal: Love hearing new ideas and innovations for helping
people- esp millenials- understand their# risk #ASFPM2015
http://t.co/Z3M2OYP9qN -- 7 RTs/Likes
At left is a photo of Jessica Ludy standing next to her tweet at the
Twitter board. Come on, how many of you did the same thing? Also,
the Twitter board was paid for by ASFPM’s Foundation. Thank you!

MOST INFLUENTIAL USERS BY RETWEETS/LIKES
Here are the top 3 users who generated the most average retweets/likes:
@mmjmglobal: Michelle McQueeney -- Consultant, Emergency Manager, Business Owner, Team Player, Hoya
@rileyforiowa: Kyle Riley -- Husband, father, floodplain interpreter, wearer of stripes
@jessicadbaker: Jessica Baker -- Civil Engineer, Floodplain Manager, Trainer, Community Volunteer, Traveler

MOST ACTIVE USERS
Here are the top 3 most active users engaging in this topic:
@floodsorg: ASFPM (59 posts) -- ASFPM is the world's leading voice for sound floodplain management, science
and policy, with 35 U.S. chapters, and more than 16,000 members worldwide.
@ingriddanler: Ingrid Danler (33 posts) -- Deputy @FloodsOrg |Certified Floodplain Mgr| Microbiologist| STEM|
Rotarian| International| Resonate w/smart thinkers & techno-savvy| Mom of 3| Tweets my own|
@jamiller45: John A. Miller (25 posts) -- Water Resources Engineer passionate about Flood Policy. Public Safety is
my highest calling. Legislative Committee Chair of NJAFM since 2007; 4th CFM in NJ.
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Here are some other important numbers
about this year’s national conference:
As far as registration numbers are concerned, we had great participation in 2015, with 1,048 registrants plus their
guests bringing our total number to 1,157. Also of note, we had representatives from 48 states, DC, and Puerto
Rico, as well as 20 international representatives from seven foreign nations. Our hosts from Georgia came out in
droves with a whopping 184 participants. Virginia made a second place showing with a strong 109.
It was also a very successful week for the Foundation. They stepped up their game with the
silent and live auctions, paying for the Twitter board, and sponsoring two networking efforts.
And the attendees responded. The Foundation raised $25,000 while in Atlanta! Talk in the
hallways indicate excitement about the Foundation’s direction, like an upcoming Forum called
“Climate-informed Science and Flood Risk Management: Barriers and Challenges. More on that
and other Foundation news in the July “Insider.”

And a HUGE thank you to all of our sponsors.
ASFPM conferences would not be possible at
such an affordable price without your help!!!

News & Views June 2015
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Region 3: Adopting New Maps, New Regulations & Higher Standards
By: John Gysling, PE, CFM, ASFPM Region 3 Director and
New Castle County, Delaware Floodplain Administrator

With new maps on the horizon and a need to update its floodplain regulations, New Castle County evaluated its
options. It could attempt to meet the new standards by revising its current floodplain regulations or look to
accomplish the task another way. The current regulations were a bit disorganized and spread across several
articles within the overall code, which is essentially a zoning and subdivision code. They also lacked much of the
new language that identified duties of the floodplain administrator, lacked required definitions and would need
to address Coastal A and V zones. Faced with the challenges, New Castle County decided to adopt Delaware’s
Code Coordinated model.

A repetitive loss structure shown behind a deteriorated
sea wall. Photo by: John Gysling.

Home elevated by the homeowner using his funds, with
the home at left in the background. Photo by: John
Gysling.

The model had two big selling points. The language was previously reviewed and approved by FEMA! Secondly,
the coordinated model code provided the opportunity to separate the floodplain regulations from the
International Code Council’s International Residential Codes and International Building Codes (I-Codes). Up to this
time, our county had been regulating the building of structures with elements of its floodplain regulations. New
Castle County inserted special reviews and inspections into the permit process that were to be performed by
members of the engineering section only. It provided the opportunity to separate the question of permission to
build in the floodplain (zoning and subdivision) from what design measures were necessary to build compliantly
in the floodplain (I-Codes). By adopting the 2015 I-Codes and regulating in this fashion, we will strengthen our
organizational capacity by providing flood-resistant construction training to our certified plans examiners and
building inspectors.
New Castle County adopted the model language and more. From our collective experience, we realized the code
could make our communities more resilient, so we adopted several higher standards. We maintained an 18-inch
freeboard. We adopted the Limit of Moderate Wave Action or LimWA line as regulatory. The LimWA runs parallel
to the V-zone and includes areas where one may expect to experience wave heights of 1.5 to 3 feet. Now any
structure built or substantially improved within the LimWA must comply with R322.3 and 1612.5. Essentially this
means that structures built in the LimWA be built on piers with the lowest horizontal member elevated 18 inches
above base flood elevation. Secondly, the code clearly states that floodplain permits are required for all
News & Views June 2015
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construction and grading activities in the floodplain and provides a detailed format for floodplain permit
applications. Permits are issued and tracked for expiration. No development may occur within the floodway and
no net fill is permitted. Letters of map revision are required for developments that propose either five lots or five
acres.
These enhancements, although a condition of adopting the new maps, would not have been possible without the
assistance provided by Delaware’s Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control NFIP. DNREC was
busy over the past year guiding nearly 49 communities to adopt compliant floodplain ordinances and higher
standards. Some adopted freeboard of 36 inches. In addition, Delaware Gov. Jack Markell signed Executive Order
41, which requires state projects to avoid floodplains and areas that are subject to increased future flood risk due
to sea level rise. To support this requirement, DNREC has developed future floodplain maps for areas subject to
sea level rise, and guidance to help state agencies site projects outside of these high future risk areas, or design
them to be resilient to future risk. Generally EO 41 requires design to current 1 percent water level, plus
anticipated sea level rise increases, plus 18 inches of freeboard.
Adoption of higher standards will make New Castle County a safer community, and a model for others to follow.

ASFPM’s Science Services - Tour des Conference Recap
As spring gives way to summer, conference season comes to an end for ASFPM’s Science Services staffers Alan
Lulloff, Jeff Stone, Jason Hochschild and Bridget Faust. In pursuit of sharing ASFPM’s mission and products, they
traveled by land and air to Charleston, SC; St. Louis, MO; St. Petersburg, FL; and Atlanta, GA. Here are the
highlights from the 2015 conference season.

Coastal GeoTools – Charleston, SC
2015 marked the return of the Coastal GeoTools conference. After a
notable four-year absence, this conference was re-instated with the
help of NOAA’s Office for Coastal Management (NOAA OCM) and
ASFPM, which was invited to be the first-ever co-host of this event.
In general, Coastal GeoTools seeks to highlight advancements in
geospatial data, tools, technology and information for coastal
resource management professionals. The entire Science Services
team was in attendance, each giving a presentation on a different
ASFPM product. Jeff and Bridget kicked off the event by participating
in a training that highlighted Digital Coast and ASFPM-produced
tools that could be leveraged by coastal communities to earn credits
Lizzi Slivinski presents on the Toledo Flood Hazard
through the Community Rating System. They, along with staff from
Visualizer.
NOAA OCM, presented on the Coastal Flood Exposure Mapper, the Great Lakes Coastal Resilience Planning
Guide, and a CRS Guidebook that ASFPM will produce in partnership with the Coastal States Organization
(scheduled release in 2016).
Alan and former ASFPM staffer Lizzi Slivinski were invited to present during a concurrent session that highlighted
tools designed specifically for the Great Lakes region. During his presentation, Alan provided an update on
FEMA’s Great Lakes Coastal Flood Study which by analyzing historic water levels and storms on the Great Lakes
will incorporate wave runup and V-Zones into the Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs) for coastal communities on
the Great Lakes. ASFPM developed a website for the project and assisted FEMA with outreach. Soon after, Lizzi
debuted the Toledo Flood Hazard Visualizer to the coastal community for the first time.
News & Views June 2015
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The following day Jeff presented on the Great Lakes Coastal Resilience Planning Guide, an online guidebook
designed to share replicable science-based solutions to the combined impacts of coastal hazards and climate
change through succinct case studies. Jeff focused his talk on recent updates to the website, including content on
climate and public health, social media and interactive graphics. ASFPM’s contributions to the conference ended
with a slightly humorous (it was April Fools’ Day after all, pictures below) joint presentation by Bridget, Lizzi, and
Jason on “Flood Atlas,” a new website that the Science Services team has been developing conceptually for many
months. Hold tight folks. We hope to have more on this soon!

Bridget, Jason and Lizzi pull off an April Fools’ Day prank at Coastal GeoTools by showing a false intro slide (left) at the
start of the presentation. Real first slide (right).

National Adaptation Forum – St. Louis, MO
For the first time in ASFPM history, Science Services sent a staffer to the
National Adaptation Forum. This event brought together more than 800
people to St. Louis to learn from adaptation practitioners from across the
globe (you read that right folks, there were international participants).
Bridget was invited to present at a training alongside Gwen Shaughnessy,
Tashya Allen and Rebecca Love from NOAA OCM; and Adam Whelchel and
Laura Flessner from The Nature Conservancy. This interactive training was
divided into two parts. The first half focused on sharing web tools,
including NOAA’s Coastal Flood Exposure Mapper, TNC’s Coastal Resilience
Application, and ASFPM’s Great Lakes Coastal Resilience Planning Guide,
Adam Whelchel and Tashya Allen provide
and discussing how they can be used to understand/assess vulnerability to an overview of the training session.
coastal hazards, and explore nature-based solutions to the threats these hazards pose.
The second half allowed participants to breakout into smaller
groups and work through an exercise using TNC’s Risk Matrix.
Participants each took on a different role (planner, developer,
elected official, etc.) to play in imaginary “Coastal Town
America.” Using maps of the city, lists of hazards, and critical
resources, each breakout group worked through the matrix tool
to assess their risk. The training team received great feedback
on their session and participants noted that they “like the
approach ‘tools with process’ – innovative idea for a workshop
and interactive.”
Participants take on different roles in Coastal Town
America, and work together to assess their risk to coastal
hazards.
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Coastal Climate Outreach Community of Practice – St. Petersburg, FL
Over the past three years Jeff and Bridget have collectively presented more than 30 times
around the country on different aspects of the Great Lakes Coastal Resilience Planning
Guide. One question they’ve heard many times about the Planning Guide is, “Can this be
developed for other regions of the country?” And the answer is yes! In an effort to explore
this possibility, Jeff and David Hart of Wisconsin Sea Grant went to St. Petersburg to
demonstrate the Planning Guide at the Gulf Coast Climate Outreach Community of
Practice during the Tools Café May 19. The Community of Practice workshop offers
professional development for informal and formal educators who wish to increase their climate science
knowledge, learn about regional climate impacts, share climate education resources and learn of best practices in
climate communications. The Planning Guide was seen as a valuable resource that may provide a solid
foundation and web platform for the overall Community of Practice. Jeff and David continue to explore ways to
extend the Planning Guide to the Gulf region and additionally extend the partnership between ASFPM and Sea
Grant programs around the country.

ASFPM National Conference – Atlanta
Conference season came to a close this year at ASFPM’s national conference. This year marked the 39th year of
ASFPM annual conferences. Thankfully Science Services conference veterans (Alan, Jeff and Jason) were there to
show conference newbie (Bridget) the ropes. This year, each of the Science Services staff was invited to give a
presentation. This made for a hectic but wildly successful event for the team. On Monday morning, Jeff, David
Hart of Wisconsin Sea Grant and Josh Murphy of NOAA OCM hosted a half-day workshop on map mash-ups and
story maps. New web-based tools and easy to use templates allow anyone to create interactive map, and more
recently the ability to create powerful story maps. The workshop provided hands-on exercises and
demonstrations of the most current tools, along with the understanding of how to design and develop the tools
and where to find relevant flood-related data, which included FEMA’s Map Service Center and NOAA’s Digital
Coast.
On Tuesday afternoon Jason presented the award winning Toledo
Flood Hazard Visualizer. During his presentation Jason walked
attendees through an economic assessment of green infrastructure
that was completed in 2014 by NOAA OCM, USACE, ERG, ASFPM and
the city of Toledo, Ohio. The data products of this assessment
informed the flood hazard visualizer. Jason was also able to walk
attendees through a live demonstration of the tool during this
presentation and during a shorter demo to the Stormwater
Management, No Adverse Impact, and Natural & Beneficial
Functions Committees during the National Policy Issues Discussions
Monday.

Jason demonstrates the Toledo Flood Hazard
Visualizer.

Wednesday afternoon, Alan was invited to take part in an FM
Approvals Showcase, which highlighted the National Flood Barrier
Testing & Certification Program. During this panel discussion Alan
and his co-presenters Randy Behm of USACE and Brian MacDonald of
FM Approvals illustrated the rigorous test programs of flood proofing
products using video and pictures of actual testing conducted at the
USACE Engineer Research and Development Center, FM Approvals,
and other locations.
Alan discusses the National Flood Barrier Testing
Program.
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Meanwhile, Bridget presented on the benefits of the Great
Lakes Coastal Resilience Planning Guide. To communicate
why this tool is an essential resource for coastal resource
practitioners in the Great Lakes region, Bridget discussed a
case study in the early drafting stages for the planning guide.
This case study highlighted a process guide developed by
NOAA OCM and ERG that is designed to help communities
determine if green infrastructure can be a cost-effective
solution to localized flood through an economic assessment.
Bridget highlights the benefits of the Planning Guide.

As you can see, it has been a busy spring for the Science
Services team. If you did not get a chance to see us in action this year, all presentations will be shared on each
conferences’ respective website. As always, if you have any questions please reach out.

Noah Michael Berginnis, born to Chad and Kimberly Berginnis on June 6, is already
getting noticed by federal agencies. Welcome to the ASFPM family little guy!

NOAA Digital Coast @NOAADigCoast Jun 22
@FloodsOrg Congrats! From one NOAA to the other [Noah]!
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From the Chair
Ceil C. Strauss, CFM

Those of you at the annual conference in Atlanta a few weeks ago heard General
Honoré challenge us to be the Association of State Floodplain “Leaders” (versus
Managers). As I ponder what that means for our organization as a whole, and each of us as individual members, I
think about where we’ve been and our challenges ahead. My trusty, tattered dictionary gives “go before as a
guide; conduct; influence; induce” as the definition for “lead.”
We’ve been fortunate to have strong guidance in the past. We have a very knowledgeable and capable staff
based in Madison, Wisconsin. The number of our policy committees has grown over the years to the current 14.
Those policy committees cover an amazing variety of issues, and draw on the experiences and knowledge of our
members involved in all aspects of floodplain management and reducing flood risk. Changes in technology have
made it easier to get involved in the activities of committees via conference calls, webinars and email. I
encourage all members to take advantage of the opportunity to learn from your fellow members from around
the country (and world), and share your expertise, ideas, concerns and perspectives.
As we look forward, recognize that our board of directors has been enthused and active on many topics,
especially over the past year. I’d personally like to thank our previous chair, Bill Nechamen, for his example of
leadership and guidance over the past four years while I have been on the board, and his many years of
contributions (which will continue) to ASFPM. While most of the board is returning, I’d like to welcome the
following new members: Vice Chair Maria Cox Lamm from South Carolina; Region 7 Director Steve Samuelson
from Kansas; and District 5 Chapter Director Dianna Woods from Washington.
There are many issues I expect the ASFPM board and committees will continue to be involved in over the next
year. Just a few of those issues include: Federal Flood Risk Management Standard, Technical Mapping Advisory
Council recommendations, continued implementation of 2012 and 2014 reform acts, as well as preparing for the
2017 NFIP Reauthorization, and federal budgets for flood risk mapping and mitigation grants. If you’d like to
know more about what ASFPM has identified as issues and priorities, take a look ASFPM’s National Flood
Programs and Policies in Review, which the board, committees and staff put significant effort into updating in
2015. You can get into the weeds on particular topics of interest, or skim through all 400 plus recommendations.
Or you can navigate to the page for any of our 14 policy committees from the ASFPM home page and see work
plans, issues of concern and how to contact co-chairs so you can get involved.
While we want to see ASFPM continue to “go before as a guide,” and educate on the issues, the bigger challenge
will be to influence and induce. As your new chair, I welcome your ideas and energy. We will continue to provide
tools for our members to manage flood risk and will have opportunities to comment, review and make
recommendations on federal proposals and actions, but our challenge as leaders will be to find better ways to
frame the message in a way that can be understood and induce actions that actually reduce future flood risk.
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Policy Matters!
Larry Larson, PE, CFM
Director Emeritus – Senior Policy Advisor, ASFPM
Sometimes when I talk to local floodplain managers around the nation, they tell me
national flood policy does not impact their day-to-day jobs. This article will attempt to
dissuade you of that notion by showing you that national flood policy, in one form or
another, does impact your job on a daily basis. ASFPM ranks national flood policy so
highly, that we periodically make recommendations that will hopefully improve
floodplain managers’ jobs, as we did in our most recent National Flood Programs & Policies in Review.
Following is a list of some factors that have affected the management of the nation’s floodplains in the past eight
years, along with some of the forward movement and backsliding that has happened since we last drew up the
document in 2007:





Greater knowledge of the effects of climate change including sea level rise (SLR). While still a very
politically charged issue, communities, especially on the Eastern Seaboard, are experiencing significant
impacts of SLR now.
Technology, especially as it relates to hydrologic and hydraulic modeling, LiDAR, and flood event scenario
modeling, has changed rapidly. This generally results in lower costs for data collection.
High crop prices for several years resulted in significant pressure to take land out of the Conservation
Reserve Program. Many of these lands were flood- and flood-erosion prone.
Seeing some forward movement

Without question, there has been some forward movement in the nation’s policies for flood risk management,
and there has been some backsliding. First the notable advances, many of which we proposed in 2007:
 Congress passed a Water Resources Development Act (WRRDA) in 2014 that put into law a structure for a
national levee safety program, but it still needs funding and implementation.
 Congress actually agreed flood insurance premiums needed to move toward true risk rates. This occurred
mostly because the NFIP was $24 billion in debt, with little hope of paying the debt.
 Flood mapping was addressed comprehensively in the 2012 NFIP reform. Congress authorized a National
Flood Mapping Program, including listing which elements should be included in identifying flood risk. It
reestablished the Technical Mapping Advisory Council to advise FEMA how to set priorities for mapping and
how to consider other aspects in mapping, like future conditions.
 The Hurricane Sandy Rebuilding Task Force implemented the first uniform Flood Risk Reduction Standard for
all Sandy-related rebuilding projects, mandating a protection standard 1 foot above the base flood elevation.
Subsequently, the President issued Executive Order 13690, which updated the EO 11988 on floodplain
management to include a new Federal Flood Risk Management Standard. This standard is meant to ensure
taxpayer investments in flood hazard areas are not flooded and rebuilt with taxpayer money again.
 A key element in flood mapping is good land contour maps that will match engineering models to depict
where flooding will occur. Following USGS’s 2012 National Enhanced Elevation Assessment Report and other
recommendations for nationwide LiDAR to support flood mapping, the survey implemented an initiative
called 3-DEP to produce high quality LiDAR for all areas of the nation over the next seven to 10 years, if
funding can be bundled.
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The administration developed and issued new Principles, Requirements and Guidelines to guide federal
agencies when planning and funding water resources projects, which would include activities like levees.
Federal agency collaboration on flood policies increased so delivery of programs to state and locals would
make sense, including the reconstitution of the Federal Interagency Floodplain Management Task force in
2010, and establishment of the Mitigation Federal Leadership Group in 2013.
Some agencies recognized the federal top-down approach to manage flood risk was outdated and needs to
move to a shared management approach. NOAA has always advocated this and in 2007, it initiated the Digital
Coast initiative, which uses a partnership approach to identify, develop and serve tools and data to users.
USACE has increased its efforts to provide technical assistance to states and communities through their Silver
Jackets and other programs. The Silver Jackets program started as a pilot in 2006 to successful, nationwide
implementation resulting in teams in 41 states.
USACE proceeded to develop a national levee inventory, in cooperation with FEMA.
ASFPM has expanded its tools for communities to use for reducing flood risk; notable is the No Adverse
Impact series of “how-to” guides for locals.
Notable backslides on flood policy
Congress slowed the progress towards flood insurance full risk rates in 2014 after some backlash rather than
address flood insurance affordability for those policyholders who truly cannot afford the premiums.
Nonstructural flood mitigation was dealt a blow when FEMA changed eligibility criteria for post disaster
grants to fund major mitigation projects like levees and dams, which have logically been under the purview of

Keeping floodplains open and undeveloped to protect against sea level rise is a smart option. Port Mahon Preserve,
Delaware. Photo from flickr creative commons.
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agencies like USACE, USDA
and DOI. This will take
money away from the
small budget for
nonstructural, low impact
actions only FEMA has
funded, like elevation
and/or relocation.
Attempts failed to have
major federal funding
reward communities and
states that do more to
prevent flood disaster by
providing a greater cost
share. This means that
even a greater share of
Lewes, Delaware created a Hazard Mitigation and Climate Adaption Plan, which
flood disaster costs are
indicates that 37.3 percent of Lewes is dedicated to open space that likely will remain
borne by the federal
free from development. Photo by: B. Mical from flickr creative commons.
taxpayer. Congress now
provides the vast majority of funding to recover from disasters from the federal taxpayer, which has moved
from 20 percent to more than 80 percent in the past few decades.
Long-term federal streamgages (data critical for calculating flood flows and levels) continued to be
discontinued due to lack of funding, and the National Streamflow Information Program has yet to be fully
implemented. The NSIP was designed and authorized by Congress to operate as a federally-funded
“backbone” network, supporting approximately 4,750 streamgages and tidal gages.
Your job will also change due to these external factors affecting flood risk management:
 Populations in the US will increase much faster than most developed nations, and much of it will be
focused in high risk flood areas, increasing the challenges facing flood risk management.
 Changes in sea level rise and storm intensity and flooding will increase due to a changing climate.
 The nation’s infrastructure is in poor shape and will get even worse unless a stable funding source is
developed to upgrade and maintain that infrastructure.
 Rapid advance in technology for flood mapping, forecasting, land contour mapping and data collection,
compilation and utilization for actions related to flood risk reduction, including graphic displays to
communicate risk and increase risk awareness.
 Funding will likely decrease at the federal level, meaning states and locals will no longer be able to
externalize the consequences of building at risk.
The NFPPR describes some of the key changes in federal floodplain management policy and programs over
the last several years, and points out areas where deficiencies are hindering progress toward reduction of
flood losses and protection of floodplain resources. Some of these deficiencies have persisted for years, while
others have only lately become apparent. ASFPM also points out specific, achievable ways in which each
deficiency can be remedied and how existing successes—of which there are many—can be shared, expanded
and applied to other activities, programs or regions of the nation. In other words, applying to the daily
routine of every floodplain manager.
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What’s happening around the nation?
A collection of the most viewed stories on our Facebook page

Texas
In Texas, the Race to Build in Harm’s Way Outpaces Flood-Risk Studies and Warming Impacts-from New York Times. The lead for the article reads, “The holiday and the type of hazard have
changed, but once again fast-growing Texas is seeing outsize (and tragic) impacts from
extreme weather events.” Photo at right: Heavy rains in Texas inundated parts of Houston,
closing roadways including Interstate 45. Credit Aaron M. Sprecher/Agence France-Presse — Getty Images.
A hydrologist explores the scientific and societal issues souring deadly flooding in
the fast-growing exurbs around Austin in this New York Times article, “A Scientist
who Modeled Texas’s Blanco River in 2007 Probes for Lessons After the Deadly Flash
Flood.” Photo at right: Destruction left by a record-high flash flood along the Blanco
River, west of Austin, Tex. on Memorial Day weekend. Credit Stephen Ramirez/
Birdsiview.org.
Yet even in flood-conscious communities, deciding how and where to build safely
remains a critical challenge for planners and developers. Many towns rely on FEMA
flood maps, which often fail to account for rapid development in particular
communities and generally underestimate current and long-term flood risks, said
Chad Berginnis, ASFPM executive director, in this International Business Times
article. Photo at left: A housing complex in San Marcos, Texas, was surrounded by
floodwaters during torrential downpours that ripped through Central Texas over Memorial Day weekend. The
306-unit is being built in a floodplain and lies between the San Marcos and Blanco rivers. Stephen Ramirez.

Anywhere USA
Most homeowners don't buy flood insurance for several reasons; they don't know
it exists, they think their standard home policy adequately covers their home, they
can't afford it, or they believe their home is in a place that is not ever likely to be in
the path of a flood. Read CBS’s story, “Why more homeowners should buy flood
insurance,” here. Photo at right: Nayeli Cervantes carries her friend's daughter
Sophia Aviles through the floodwaters outside their apartment in Houston May 26,
2015. Credit: David J. Phillip/AP.
Andrew Revkin with New York Times wrote this editorial piece, saying, “Federal
flood insurance in the United States is a mess, with politics continuing to trump
data, and taxpayers paying the price.” Much of the piece focuses on a new
report by the National Research Council called, “Tying Flood Insurance to Flood
Risk for Low-lying Structures in the Floodplain.” Photo at left: Homes in
Tuckerton, NJ, after Hurricane Sandy. Estimates indicate the storm could rank as
the nation’s second-worst for claims. Credit U.S. Coast Guard/Getty Images.
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ASFPM releases its newest No Adverse Impact
How-to Guide for Planning
As a nation, we continue to build at-risk structures in or near
floodplains, yet we don’t spend as much time or effort
considering the adverse impacts of these developments on
adjacent properties or elsewhere in the watershed. The
minimum standards we follow today – if, indeed, there are
standards being utilized at all – are resulting in increasingly
difficult flood issues and higher flood risk to our nation’s
communities and its citizens.
Communities can get ahead of these flooding issues, avoid
causing problems for themselves and others, and ultimately
lessen their flood risk, by embracing a new approach to
managing their flood problems – the No Adverse Impact
approach.
This Guide is a useful tool for anyone who wants a more resilient
community that can withstand a major flood event. That could
mean anyone, from local officials, to elected officers, decision makers, floodplain managers, coastal managers,
stormwater managers, emergency managers, planners, hazard mitigation specialists, public works and
engineering staff, design professionals, concerned citizens and various other groups in the community. Congrats
to the NAI Committee and all its hard work to complete this Guide!
Scholarship YouTube Video Contest
Submit an original 1-5 minute YouTube video where you show one, or several ways, to prepare for a flood. Make
sure you link to or mention TSC Restoration in the description to prove that the video was created for our
scholarship contest. The winning entry will receive $500 towards their education, while doing a small part to help
keep people safe from flood damage. http://tscrestoration.com/flood-preparation-scholarship/
EPA Tool: "Being Prepared For Climate Change: A Workbook for Developing Risk-Based
Adaptation Plans"
The Workbook, a product of the EPA Climate Ready Estuaries Program, provides much needed guidance for any
place-based organization about how to conduct risk-based climate change vulnerability assessments and
developing adaptation action plans. It is an ideal tool for communities or organizations that manage places,
watersheds, or coastal environments.
EPA Launches 2015 Campus RainWorks Challenge, Registration Begins Sept. 1
EPA is calling for entries in its fourth annual Campus RainWorks Challenge, a green infrastructure design
competition for undergraduate and graduate students. Student teams, working with a faculty advisor, will submit
design boards, project narrative, and letter of support for a green infrastructure project on their campuses. This
year, student teams will be encouraged to incorporate climate resiliency into their stormwater management
designs.
Registration opens Sept. 1 and ends Sept. 30. First-place teams will earn $2,000 to divide evenly among students,
and a faculty prize of $3,000 to support green infrastructure research or training. More information:
www.epa.gov/campusrainworks.
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News you can use…
June 13 was Brad Kieserman's last day with NFIP, just four months after assuming the
position. You can read the Nola.Com article here. Photo at left: President Barack
Obama speaks after receiving a briefing at the National Hurricane Center in Miami,
May 28, 2015, to draw attention to preparedness in advance of the annual storm
season that formally begins June 1. From left are, NOAA Administrator Kathy Sullivan;
Commerce Secretary Penny Pritzker and FEMA Administrator Craig Fugate (AP Photo/Pablo Martinez Monsivais).

Data Visualization Tool Unveiled
FEMA launched a new data visualization tool June 11 that enables users to see when and where disaster
declarations have occurred across the country. As hurricane season kicks off, the tool helps provide important
information about the history of hurricanes and other disasters in their communities and what residents can do
to prepare.
The data visualization tool is accessible at fema.gov/data-visualization and allows users to view and interact with
a wide array of FEMA data. Through an interactive platform, users can view the history of disaster declarations by
hazard type or year and the financial support provided to states, tribes and territories, and access public datasets
for further research and analysis. On the site, you can see compelling visual representations of federal grant data
as it relates to fire, preparedness, mitigation, individual assistance and public assistance.

Funding Opportunity: FY 2015 Hazard Mitigation Assistance Grants

FEMA has announced the FY 2015 Notice of Funding Opportunities for two of the Hazard Mitigation Assistance
grant programs: Flood Mitigation Assistance and Pre-Disaster Mitigation. HMA grant programs provide states,
tribes, territories, and local governments funding for eligible mitigation activities to strengthen our nation’s
ability to reduce disaster losses and protect life and property from future disaster damages.
Applicants are encouraged to review the Hazard Mitigation Assistance Unified Guidance for detailed information
regarding eligibility and to contact their FEMA regional office for additional information. Grant applications must
be submitted to FEMA through the Mitigation eGrants system on the FEMA Grants Portal accessible on the
Internet no later than 3 p.m. EDT on Aug. 28, 2015

Job Corner
Visit ASFPM Job Corner for more information and the most up-to-date job listings. Or post your own job opening.
It’s completely free!
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From the Director’s Desk
Chad Berginnis, CFM
Executive Director, ASFPM
Texas case could find that when community officials approved upstream
development without implementing appropriate flood-control measures, and were
substantially certain flooding will result to those downstream, they could be held
liable.
While the flash flooding and general flood conditions grabbed headlines this past
month in Texas, another big event happened in the Lone Star State that probably few folks even know about. On
June 12, the Texas Supreme Court handed down a decision that was yet another reminder of the need to take a
No Adverse Impact approach to floodplain management and a reinforcement of the need for ASFPM to invest in
NAI tools for community use.
The case, Harris County Flood Control District and Harris County, Texas v. Edward and Norma Kerr, essentially
cleared the way for the case to go to trial on the basis of a takings claim under the Texas Constitution against the
district for knowingly allowing development that increased flooding on other properties in its implementation
of its codes, standards, and plans as adopted by the district and applicable jurisdictions. Holy smokes, how could
this even be possible? Community officials too often think the only property rights that need protecting are the
developers, because the developers’ attorneys are the only ones who threaten to sue if the permit is denied. This
court case demonstrates communities must recognize the property rights of existing and future downstream and
upstream property owners will be violated if flood levels will increase as a result of the permitted development.
Reading the opinion on the case, as well as the dissenting opinions, tells a story of something floodplain
managers know all too well. Growth and development in the upper portions of a watershed results in increased
runoff, which in turn changes the flood maps, increases flood risk, and ultimately leads to flood damage. But the
fascinating elements of the case have to do with the weight the judges gave foreknowledge of flood risk and its
impacts and what they perceived as a failure to mitigate those risks as development occurred. And the risks
weren’t necessarily associated with a location even initially being identified a floodplain. The plaintiffs in this case
are 400 property owners with homes that were built in the 1970s and 1980s who, at the time of construction,
were not even in the FEMA identified floodplain. However as time – and development – went on, their properties
were eventually mapped into the floodplain, and then three flood events between 1998 and 2002 caused
physical damages. Their claim of a takings was that the district knew that flood problems would worsen as they
approved development in the upper portions of the watershed without mitigating runoff and drainage issues,
and that their property was taken through inverse condemnation. Now, to be clear, the decision was close 5-4,
and the result of the decision is that there are enough facts and questions raised that the case can go to trial. But
I think that this case should serve as a wake-up call to communities as to the liability associated with their own
floodplain regulatory programs that do not properly address adverse impacts as a result of development.
Over the past decade I have given the basic NAI presentation and discussed legal impacts of NAI. If I have said it
once I have said it a hundred times—you are more likely to be successfully sued for permitting risky
development that results in increased damages than for denying or preventing it. In fact, ASFPM has invested
heavily in legal research over the past 20 years to help floodplain managers understand legal issues associated
with liability and takings as it relates to managing flood risk. That excellent research by Jon Kusler, Edward
Thomas, Samantha Medlock and others has been a big help and will continue as legal precedent evolves.
Before I close, I want to share some exciting new investments ASFPM is making into NAI. In partnership with the
ASFPM Foundation, seven new NAI How-to Guides are being developed that build on the NAI toolkit. After the
seven guides are completed by June 2016, there will be 35 NAI level actions and tools identified for communities
to take to effectively reduce flood risk—and adverse impacts (you can check out the Planning How-To Guide just
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recently unveiled at the 2015 ASFPM Annual Conference in Atlanta here). Also, I am excited about another
project underway. ASFPM is partnering with the American Planning Association to update a Planners Advisory
Service report on subdivision design in flood hazard areas. The existing report, dating back to the mid-1990s is
really the only substantial source of information on the subject of subdivision design and flood risk, yet we know
that to get ahead of development and flood risk, it starts at the subdivision planning level. After these two
projects are completed, we intend to update the NAI Toolkit and it will also be time to update some of our legal
research too.
As ASFPM continues to respond to your needs in developing tools that you can use, I am reminded over and over
that the stakes couldn’t be higher. Property owners cannot afford to be flooded over and over again, and
communities cannot afford the liability or costs associated with successful lawsuits for development that
increases flood levels on other properties, even when they are administering their regulations faithfully. With
NAI, we cannot guarantee that a community will not get sued (after all, anyone with resources and an axe to
grind …), but we can be more thoughtful in undertake actions that are a win-win for both property owners and
communities.
Your partner in loss reduction,

Chad
Free Climate Change Adaptation & Resilience Webinar
July 30, 2015, 1–2 p.m. CT
In cooperation with the American Planning Association, ASFPM presents the second Planning Information
Exchange webinar. PIE is a free, eight-part quarterly webinar series focusing on tools, best practices and
strategies on the role of hazard mitigation planning and its connections with recovery planning and
preparedness.

The second part in the eight-part series involves discussions from George Homewood, planning director for the
city of Norfolk, VA, and Kaye Matheny, principal and co-lead of HR&A Advisors’ Resilience practice. Chad
Berginnis, ASFPM executive director, will moderate as they discuss climate adaptation and resilience strategies,
approaches, tools and lessons learned. Norfolk is among the first communities in the United States already
confronted with the impacts of sea level rise. Learn how Norfolk and other communities throughout the country
are adapting to climate change.
Registration: http://bit.ly/1FRXBhX
When directed to the landing page, please click on the register button under the titled section “Upcoming
Webinars.” You will then be taken to the registration page. Please fill in the required information and click the
submit button.
Note: One CM and CEC credit is available for AICPs and CFMs
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Navigating the Crazy Social Media World, Tip No. 4
By Michele Mihalovich, ASFPM’s public information officer
Bryan R. Wallace, CFM and stormwater coordinator in Jeffersonville, Indiana, emailed me with the timeless
question, “How can I get more Twitter followers?”
The backstory with Wallace is that he and a colleague gave a presentation to the Realtor’s Association in the area.
“After the meeting, people climbed over each other to speak with us,” he said. “We received a tremendous
amount of feedback. So I started going to do smaller trainings about floodplains at the individual realtor offices
and someone mentioned that they wished I had this all written down.”
And that’s how Wallace’s blog “Southern Indiana Flood: Floodplains Simplified,” was born. “I help manage my
community’s floodplain management programs and am the CRS coordinator. Earlier this year, as part of my CRS
outreach program, I started a blog for realtors and homeowners in my region.”
He said the blog and Facebook pages were doing OK with getting followers, but he hadn’t had much luck with
Twitter. So I took a look at all his pages and here’s was my “expert” advice.
Hey, I'm looking at your blog and I think it's great and I applaud you for writing it!
Since you are targeting two non-CFM audiences, it's really important to keep the language simple that is easily
understood by the lay person. As a former journalist, we were told to write for an eighth grade audience, and
that's a good rule of thumb when writing for the public (or to the public).
Your blog, "3 Ironclad Ways to Encroach in the Floodplain in Your Backyard," has fantastic subject matter (and
photos). But I don't imagine many of those people really know what encroaching means. However, if the title were
something like, "3 backyard practices homeowners are doing that can make flooding worse," might grab their
attention more, or at least convey better what you're trying to say. That being said, two thumbs up for "Shapeshifting Streams Can Cause Homeowner Headaches." Love it!
Tips for getting more followers: On your blog page, near the area where you ask people to sign up for emails, you
should have some buttons that say, "Like us on Facebook" and "Follow us on Twitter." People should be able to
just click those buttons right there. I had to search for your pages, which I'm totally willing to do. But regular
Joes...rarely. If it isn't easy, they ain't doin' it.
I found your Twitter page and the "confirmed followers request" could be a turn off to potential followers. The
thing about social media is the transparent feel, and immediate interaction with your followers. The request feels
like a wall, and that might be a reason your Twitter page isn't getting much traction.
Once you make the process easier for people to join/follow/like/etc. (as mentioned above), then here are a couple
tricks to build your audience.
Really watch what people are responding to. The people on ASFPM's Facebook page are very different than our
Twitter followers. So I have to pitch things a bit differently on the two pages. Sometimes, I'll see something that I
know our Facebook folks will like, so I'll share it; but I won't even bother sharing the same thing on Twitter
because it just won’t interest them. You'll get a feel for it, I swear.
The big trick in the beginning is to "like" and "follow" people and groups that you're trying to reach. For instance,
go to the Realtors Association pages, like them, look at the groups and people that they like and follow and like
them. Go to every social media page of your local real estate businesses in town, like and follow them, like and
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follow the realtors, like and follow title companies, lenders. Like and follow neighborhood associations, local
Waterkeepers, wetland associations, civic leaders, etc. You'll like and follow them, and then they will like and
follow you, their followers will see that their group followed you and they'll go check you out and then they'll
follow you....you get what I'm saying, I hope. In the beginning, it's just a big "like" and "follow" fest, but it does
help you grow.
Then, after you feel you really have a good grasp on this crazy social media scene, THEN you should promote your
pages. Make sure it gets in your city newsletter, send a press release to local media outlets, send emails to
everyone you know, every group and organization you know, and ask them to please like and follow you, and
encourage others to like and follow you "for great floodplain information...simplified."
Update: Wallace did take my advice and wrote, “I have been working on implementing your advice and am seeing
an increase in my target audience of real estate professionals joining my social media, specifically Twitter. I made
the change so anyone can follow me, which I think is a much better option. Since I am hanging out on Facebook
and Twitter every day, I am starting to get a feel for how they operate. You are right: the information you share
on one platform does not necessarily translate well in a different platform. I am working on learning to speak the
language of each social media style.”
That is wonderful news! Now the question goes back out to all of you. Do you have a specific question for me so
that I can help you navigate the crazy world of social media? Email me at michele@floods.org.

Too early to get jazzed about ASFPM’s 40th Annual
National Conference? Nah, it’s never too early!
June 19-24, 2016

Here’s a video to hopefully get you excited about our 2016 annual conference in
Grand Rapids, Michigan: https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=45&v=LY_3nLNLxQg
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ASFPM Editorial Guidelines
ASFPM accepts and welcomes articles from our members and partners. “The Insider” and “News & Views” have a style
format, and if necessary, we reserve the right to edit submitted articles for space, grammar, punctuation, spelling, potential
libel and clarity. If we make substantive changes, we will email the article back to you for your approval before using. We
encourage you to include art with your article in the form of photos, illustrations, charts and graphs. Please include a
description of the art, along with the full name of who created the art. If the art is not yours originally, you must include
expressed, written consent granting ASFPM permission to use the art in our publications. If you have any questions, please
contact Michele Mihalovich at editor@floods.org.
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